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ABSTRACT

Three different statistical algorithms are applied to forecast locally extreme

precipitation across the contiguous United States (CONUS) as quantified by

1- and 10-year average recurrence interval (ARI) exceedances for 1200-1200

UTC forecasts spanning forecast hours 36-60 and 60-84, denoted respectively

Day 2 and Day 3. Predictors come from nearly eleven years of reforecasts

from NOAA’s Second Generation Global Ensemble Forecast System Refore-

cast (GEFS/R) model, and derive from a variety of thermodynamic and kine-

matic variables that characterize the meteorological regime in addition to the

quantitative precipitation forecast (QPF) output from the ensemble. In addi-

tion to encompassing nine different atmospheric fields, predictors also vary in

space and time relative the forecast point. Distinct models are trained for eight

different hydrometeorologically cohesive regions of CONUS. One algorithm

supplies the GEFS/R predictors directly to a random forest (RF) procedure to

produce extreme precipitation forecasts; the second also employs RFs but the

predictors instead undergo principal component analysis (PCA) and instead

extracted leading components are supplied to the RF. In the last algorithm,

dimension-reduced predictors are supplied to a logistic regression (LR) al-

gorithm instead of an RF. A companion paper investigated the quality of the

forecasts produced by these models and other RF-based forecast models. This

study is an extension of that work, and explores the internals of these trained

models and what physical and statistical insights they reveal about forecasting

extreme precipitation from a global, convection-parameterized model.
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1. Introduction30

Machine learning algorithms have demonstrated considerable utility in many scientific disci-31

plines, including computer vision (e.g. Rosten and Drummond 2006), natural language process-32

ing (e.g. Collobert et al. 2011), and bioinformatics (e.g. Larranaga et al. 2006). Machine learn-33

ing has also been used with considerable success in a wide range of future prediction scenarios,34

from financial market analysis (e.g. Cao and Tay 2003), to election forecasting (e.g. Berming-35

ham and Smeaton 2011), to numerical weather prediction (NWP; e.g. Hall et al. 1999; Roebber36

2013; Rozas-Larraondo et al. 2014; McGovern et al. 2017). Recently, these techniques have been37

receiving increasing attention and application in NWP; many of these preliminary forays have38

demonstrated considerable utility of these techniques over historical competitors (e.g. Herman39

and Schumacher 2016b), with occasional exception (e.g. Applequist et al. 2002).40

One frequently noted criticism of machine learning forecast models is their lack of interpretabil-41

ity and neglect of underlying physics and dynamics of the forecast problem, rendering additional42

interpretation and analysis of their output difficult or impossible. These critiques did not first ap-43

pear with the emergence of machine learning; in fact, these qualms with statistical forecast models44

have been expressed since early days of NWP (e.g. Lorenz 1956). And there is legitimate reason45

for these concerns; given the chaotic nature of the atmosphere system, any model—statistical or46

dynamical—will necessarily have formulaic limitations, systematic biases, and failure modes re-47

gardless of the level of care exercised during model construction. When the model’s processes48

are opaque, it can be difficult to rationally diagnose these circumstances, and the ability of the49

forecaster to add value over the raw guidance is inhibited. Thus, even when, for example, a statis-50

tical model exhibits better objective performance compared with a competing dynamical model,51

if a human forecaster understands the underpinnings and characteristics of the dynamical model52
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but not the statistical model, he or she may still be able to provide better final forecasts using the53

dynamical guidance over the statistical guidance. The “understanding” referenced here does not54

require a complete and comprehensive mathematical understanding sufficient to exactly reproduce55

the result by hand; even using a very simple dynamical model, it is extraordinarily difficult to re-56

produce an accurate forecast by manual means (e.g. Richardson 2007), and seldom are interpreters57

of model guidance familiar with numerical specifics, dynamical core particulars, or parameteriza-58

tion details. Rather, there is a well-understood overarching process of using data assimilation59

to produce an analysis and initialize a model which embodies the primitive equations governing60

the atmosphere in some capacity, and then integrating the model forward in time to produce a61

forecast. Additionally, the intermediate steps—output from hours after initialization but before62

forecast valid time—are fully inspectable and comprehensible. In contrast, to many, statistical63

models and especially those employing machine learning seem comparatively opaque; a host of64

predictors are ingested, and a forecast(s) is produced, with little if any information provided on65

how the model got from the predictors it used to the answer it generated. While a small part of66

this is perhaps inherent to statistical forecasting, with improved visualization of statistical models67

developed for NWP, physical insights into how the predictors used relate to the forecasted phe-68

nomenon may be gained, and ability to deduce likely biases based on the present meteorology may69

be acquired.70

Among statistical forecast algorithms, regression models have the longest and most extensive71

use in operational NWP (e.g. Glahn and Lowry 1972) and are perhaps the most easily and directly72

interpretable through their regression coefficients. Using the regression coefficients, operational73

regression models such as the Statistical Hurricane Intensity Prediction Scheme (SHIPS; DeMaria74

and Kaplan 1994) can display the individual effect of each element of the present meteorology75

on the final prediction. With care, this also allows interpretation of the relative utility of differ-76
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ent pieces of meteorological information in predicting the forecast phenomenon of interest, in77

this case tropical cyclone intensity (e.g. Jones et al. 2006). Direct inspection of the parameters is78

equally insightful for other types of regression, such as in multivariate logistic regression (LR) for79

probabilistic forecasts (e.g. Bremnes 2004). While direct interpretability is an attractive quality80

of regression models, the parametric nature of them and like algorithms imposes assumptions on81

the relationship between the predictors and the predictand or between predictors themselves when82

such relationships may not be accurate or even known or physically understood (Wilks 2011). Lin-83

ear and logistic regression, for example, both impose a fundamentally linear predictor-predictand84

relationship and treat predictors independently, not directly accounting for the covariance between85

multiple predictors and their joint relationship with the predictand. While imposing these restric-86

tions can actually be helpful when they are physically valid, predictive performance degrades when87

these imposed assumptions are invalid.88

Especially when the physical relationships are not known or well quantified, it is often attractive89

to employ an algorithm which does not impose such assumptions. One such example is the ran-90

dom forest technique (RF; Breiman 2001). RFs have been used for many different applications in91

NWP including but not limited to prediction of storm-type classification, turbulence, cloud ceiling92

and visibility, convective initiation, and hail size (e.g. Williams 2014; Herman and Schumacher93

2016b; Ahijevych et al. 2016; Gagne et al. 2017; McGovern et al. 2017). Though the algorithm94

is more general, the inner-workings of an RF may be diagnosed, like with regression coefficients95

for LR, primarily by means of feature importances (FIs) to be used and discussed in more de-96

tail in this study. While these have already been used to assess RF NWP models in some past97

studies (e.g. Gagne et al. 2014; Herman and Schumacher 2016b), in using locally extreme precip-98

itation forecasting as an example, we will demonstrate here that they can be used to understand99

spatiotemporal relationships as well as relationships across atmospheric fields in predicting the100
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phenomenon of interest, even when the number of predictors grows large, the event becomes rare,101

and algorithmic steps that complicate the relationship between the predictor inputs and reality are102

performed.103

Herman and Schumacher (2017) expanded upon these prior studies using machine learning for104

NWP in a variety of ways. While there have been limited prior studies using machine learning to105

explicitly investigate very rare events (e.g. Marzban and Stumpf 1996; Marzban and Witt 2001),106

and some prior studies constructing statistical models for QPF (e.g. Hall et al. 1999; Sloughter107

et al. 2007; Whan and Schmeits 2018), there has been little published work to date combining both108

facets. Herman and Schumacher (2017) was among the first to do so, training statistical models109

to forecast locally extreme precipitation across CONUS in the medium-range. The CONUS-wide110

gridded scope of the models trained therein is also uncommon among machine learning models,111

which are often trained for points (e.g. Herman and Schumacher 2016b) or over a limited domain112

(e.g. Gneiting et al. 2005). Furthermore, the scope of predictors was very large, with thousands of113

predictors capturing the spatiotemporal environmental characteristics of the forecast point during114

the accumulation period. Many different sensitivity experiments were performed, and the perfor-115

mance of the model forecasts was evaluated in detail from both the perspective of forecast skill116

and reliability. Overall, forecasts were found to add both considerable skill and reliability across117

all of CONUS compared with both climatology and the raw forecasts of the global ensemble from118

which the model predictors were derived. However, the study did not investigate the internals of119

these models: how to visualize what they’re doing to get from their input to their output, and what120

these algorithms and models reveal about the prediction of locally extreme precipitation events121

overall.122

Using the regression and tree-based models of Herman and Schumacher (2017), this “dendro-123

logical” study investigates the details of the fitted trees, as well as the regression models. We124
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illustrate how models based on seemingly abstract and complex algorithms and techniques can,125

with modest effort, be readily interpreted and understood. It is shown that, not only can these126

models yield more skillfully verifying forecasts than raw dynamical model output or forecasts de-127

rived from simpler, more traditional post-processing approaches, but they can also provide both128

statistical and physical insights into why they behave as they do, as well as insight into the defi-129

ciencies, errors, and limitations of the dynamical model predictors on which they are based. In130

this study, examination of the Herman and Schumacher (2017) models sheds insights onto how131

a global, convection-parameterized dynamical ensemble behaves in forecasting extreme precip-132

itation events across the hydrometeorologically diverse regions of the contiguous United States133

(CONUS), and on what statistical corrections can be made to improve forecasts thereof. Section 2134

briefly summarizes the methods of Herman and Schumacher (2017) to describe the underpinnings135

of the models evaluated in this study and how they were derived. Section 3 describes how the136

models will be visualized and interpreted in this study. Sections 4, 5, and 6 present results respec-137

tively for PCA diagnostics, RF models, and LR models. Section 7 concludes with a synthesis of138

the findings and a discussion of their implications.139

2. Data and Methods Summary140

What follows is an abbreviated description of the full data and methods of Herman and Schu-141

macher (2017), highlighting the aspects that are critical for proper interpretation of the results142

presented herein. The interested reader is encouraged to review the full methods of that study for143

a more complete discussion of the mathematical underpinnings of the algorithms, justification of144

choices made, and the sensitivity experiments performed therein.145

The models evaluated in this study are trained to forecast locally extreme precipitation across146

CONUS for 24-hour precipitation accumulations, quantified with respect to average recurrence147
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interval (ARI) exceedances. In particular, models are trained to issue probabilistic forecasts for148

exceedances of 1-year and 10-year ARIs within a ∼ 0.5◦× 0.5◦ spatial domain during a 24-hour149

1200 UTC–1200 UTC accumulation interval. Forecasts are made for two different forecast lead150

times comprising the 36–60 and 60–84 hour periods—denoted respectively Day Two and Day151

Three—with separate models trained for each period. Unique models are also trained for each of152

eight different geographic regions of CONUS, as depicted in Figure 1. Here, CONUS has been153

partitioned to produce cohesive regions with some hydrometeorological homogeneity with partic-154

ular regard to similar magnitudes of extreme precipitation, similar diurnal and seasonal precipi-155

tation climatologies, and similar storm types and precipitation processes associated with extreme156

precipitation.157

Dynamical model data used for training the statistical models in this study comes from NOAA’s158

Second-Generation Global Ensemble Forecast System Reforecast (GEFS/R; Hamill et al. 2013)159

dataset. The GEFS/R is an 11-member ensemble with T254L42 resolution—which corresponds160

to an effective horizontal grid spacing of ∼55 km at 40◦ latitude— initialized once daily at 0000161

UTC back to December 1984. Forecast fields evaluated in this study are archived on a grid with162

∼ 0.5◦ horizontal spacing. For Day 2 models, forecast fields use 3-hour temporal resolution, while163

6-hour resolution is used for Day 3 models. Trained models discussed in this study are based on164

the ensemble median of a core set of nine atmospheric fields: accumulated precipitation (APCP),165

surface-based convective available potential energy (CAPE) and convective inhibition (CIN), pre-166

cipitable water (PWAT), surface temperature (T2M) and specific humidity (Q2M), surface zonal167

(U10) and meridional winds (V10), and mean sea level pressure (MSLP). Models are trained using168

daily forecasts spanning from January 2003 through August 2013.169

The National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Stage IV Precipitation Analysis170

product (Lin and Mitchell 2005) has been created daily in an operational capacity since December171
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2001. Stage IV provides 24-hour analyses over CONUS on a ∼4.75 km grid. It uses both rain172

gauge observations and radar-derived rainfall estimates to generate an analysis, and is further173

quality controlled via NWS River Forecast Centers (RFCs) to ensure stray radar artifacts and174

other spurious anomalies do not appear in the final product. Despite some limitations (Herman and175

Schumacher 2016a), its analysis quality; resolution, allowing relatively accurate quantification of176

very heavy precipitation; and data record length make it preferable to other precipitation analysis177

products, and is therefore used as the precipitation ‘truth’ for this study.178

The return period thresholds (RPTs) associated with the 1- and 10-year ARIs are generated us-179

ing the same methodology of Herman and Schumacher (2016a), where CONUS-wide thresholds180

are produced by stitching thresholds from several sources. NOAA’s Atlas 14 thresholds (Bon-181

nin et al. 2004, 2006; Perica et al. 2011, 2013), an update from older work and currently under182

development, are used wherever they were available at the time this research began. For five183

northwestern states—Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming—updated thresholds184

are not available, and derived Atlas 2 threshold estimates are used instead (Miller et al. 1973; Her-185

man and Schumacher 2016a). In the Northeast—New York, Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine,186

Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode Island—and Texas, both of which did not have Atlas 14187

threshold estimates at the time research commenced but have either since received an update or188

have an update in progress, Technical Paper 40 (TP-40; Hershfield 1961) estimates are used.189

Everywhere else uses the Atlas 14 RPT estimates.190

Generating predictors by taking GEFS/R forecast values from 9 different fields every 3 or 6191

hours over a 24-hour forecast period at every grid point within ∼ 2◦ of the forecast point yields192

thousands of model predictors. In addition to the large quantity, they are also highly correlated—193

spatially, temporally, and across variables. With millions of training examples and thousands194

of predictors, the forecast problem can become computationally intractable and the correlated195
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variables can result in overfitting. To address these issues, use of a pre-processing step whereby196

the model predictors undergo dimensionality reduction via principal components analysis (PCA)197

is explored. This creates a small set of uncorrelated predictors that explain the signal in the forecast198

data and gives insight into the regional modes of atmospheric variability as depicted in the GEFS/R199

model, while leaving the noise in withheld lower-order principal components (PCs). While PCA200

has been most applied in the atmospheric sciences for identifying spatial patterns at the largest201

scales (e.g. Thompson and Wallace 1998; Wheeler and Hendon 2004), flavors of PCA have been202

successfully applied to identify smaller synoptic and mesoscale features as well (e.g. Mercer et al.203

2012; Peters and Schumacher 2014).204

Herman and Schumacher (2017) performed a wide array of sensitivity experiments, exploring205

model predictive performance as a function of predictor temporal resolution, spatial extent, in-206

clusion or exclusion of different atmospheric fields, use of ensemble information, algorithmic207

parameters, and choice of model algorithm. To manage the scope of this study’s analysis, only re-208

sults as a function of the last of these is presented. Much like the skill results presented in Herman209

and Schumacher (2017), general physical findings are found not to vary appreciably as a function210

of any of these unshown dimensions of variability. Three models of Herman and Schumacher211

(2017) specifically are evaluated in depth in this study: 1) the CTL NPCA model using random212

forests and no PCA dimensionality reduction; 2) the CTL PCA model using random forests with213

pre-processing using PCA dimensionality reduction; and 3) the CTL LR model using logistic re-214

gression and also using PCA pre-processing. Table 1 provides a summary comparison of these215

three models for reference.216

Random forests (Breiman 2001) are in essence an ensemble of decision trees, whereby each tree217

of the forest makes an individual prediction of the predictand outcome; the relative frequencies218

of each possible outcome in the ensemble of trees are then used to make a single probabilistic219
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forecast. Decision trees are explained in mathematical depth in Herman and Schumacher (2017);220

an alternative way to conceptualize them begins with a many dimensional predictor phase space,221

where each predictor has a unique dimension. Beginning with an unpartitioned phase space (tree222

root), a decision tree makes successive splits along axes of this space partitioning it into increas-223

ingly many smaller subspaces (splits), and then assigning predictions to each subspace (leaves).224

An RF creates many different similarly plausible partitions of the subspace, and a forecast is de-225

termined by the subspace labels associated with the given point in predictor space.226

Logistic regression is an implementation of the generalized linear model, designed for binary227

predictions and classification more generally where the predictand is constrained to be either one228

outcome or another, rather than over a continuous space as with linear regression (Wilks 2011).229

Like with linear regression, logistic regression uses as its input a linear combination of the pre-230

dictors. The difference arises in the use of the link function. For linear regression, the link is231

the identity function; that is, the prediction is the aforementioned linear combination of the pre-232

dictors. In the case of logistic regression, the predictor-predictand link is made through use of233

the logit function instead (Wilks 2011). In particular, the model output in multinomial logistic234

regression—the probability of each event class—is given by use of a generalization of the logistic235

function:236

P(y = k|x) = exTwk

∑
K
j=1 exTwk

(1)

where k is the event class, x is the predictor vector, and w is the vector of regression coefficients.237

Note that separate coefficient vectors are computed for each event class.238

3. Methods: Model Properties and Assessment239

One of the most powerful aspects of machine learning algorithms—and RFs in particular—is240

finding patterns in the supplied training data. Because of the extent and diversity of the data241
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supplied in these experiments, the RFs trained for this study have the theoretical capability of242

diagnosing and automatically correcting for various kinds of GEFS/R model biases. In particu-243

lar, context-dependent quantitative biases, such as GEFS/R QPF being systematically too high or244

too low, may be diagnosed; spatial displacement biases in the placement of extreme precipitation245

features may be diagnosed; and temporal biases in the initiation or progression of extreme precip-246

itation features may also be diagnosed to some extent. These can be at least partially visualized247

through RF Feature Importances (FIs). The most intuitive way to conceptualize their quantitative248

significance is by the number of splits based on the feature summed over the forest, with each split249

weighted in proportion to the number of training samples encountering the split so that a split at250

the root node is considered much more important than a split deep into a tree (Friedman 2001).251

Values are normalized so that the sum of all importances is one; an importance of one then indi-252

cates that all decision nodes in every tree of the forest split on the corresponding feature, while an253

importance of zero indicates that no decision node splits based on that feature. Importances are254

produced for each input feature; without PCA pre-processing, this means that an individual impor-255

tance value is produced for each forecast point-relative location, forecast time, atmospheric field256

combination. In many cases, it is convenient to present importances summed over one or more257

of these dimensions for a summary perspective of the model output. When PCA pre-processing258

is performed, the model output is instead importances of individual PCs in predicting ARI ex-259

ceedances. FIs calculated in this way—often termed the “Gini importance”—are only one method260

of providing a summary representation of an RF (Strobl et al. 2007). In the leading alternative261

method, the so-called “permutation accuracy importance” approach (Strobl et al. 2008), for each262

predictive feature, the feature value for each sample used to construct a given tree is permuted to263

a different sample’s value. Importance is calculated as the decline in predictive performance be-264

tween the model when the permuted values of the feature are supplied from when the true values265
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are used. This is calculated individually for each tree and then averaged over the entire forest.266

While this approach has some advantages over other approaches (e.g. Breiman 2001; Strobl et al.267

2007, 2008), the “Gini importance” measure is used for this study for consistency with past studies268

in the field (e.g. Herman and Schumacher 2016b; Gagne et al. 2017; Whan and Schmeits 2018)269

and computational simplicity (Pedregosa et al. 2011).270

One of the main advantages of LR is its interpretability; through the regression coefficients, there271

is a direct, concrete connection between the predictors and the forecast predictand. And although272

the regression in the CTL LR model is performed on the principal components and not the native273

atmospheric variables, the relationship to the native features may be readily backed out through274

the PCA loadings matrix L:275

xTwk = wk,1PC1+wk,2PC2+wk,3PC3+ ...+wk,RPCR

= wk,1(
M

∑
m=1

L1,mFm)+wk,2(
M

∑
m=1

L2,mFm)+wk,3(
M

∑
m=1

L3,mFm)+ ...+wk,R(
M

∑
m=1

LR,mFm) (2)

which yields276

[
F1 F2 F3 . . . FM

]
=



L1,1 L1,2 L1,3 . . . L1,R

L2,1 L2,2 L2,3 . . . L2,R

...
...

... . . . ...

LM,1 LM,2 LM,3 . . . LM,R


×



wk,1

wk,2

...

wk,R


(3)

where R is the number of retained PCs, M is the number of native features, k is the event class, F277

is the vector of native features, and w is the vector of regression coefficients.278

Both algorithms have their advantages, disadvantages, and caveats in interpretation. As noted279

above, LR has the advantage of a direct quantitative link between any given predictor of interest280

and the predictand. RF FIs, in contrast, give only an “importance” number, which gives no in-281

dication of the sign or magnitude of the predictor in order to correspond with event observance.282
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The task of manually inspecting the value of every node split based on the predictor, while it can283

be executed, is cumbersome and it’s difficult to draw general conclusions due to the deeply lay-284

ered subspaces involved. However, RFs do have major advantages over LR in interpretation as285

well. As a linear model, LR coefficients are constrained to apply globally, but this is often not286

an appropriate constraint. Some predictors may only become important when other conditions287

are satisfied—for example, CAPE might only be important when there is a lifting mechanism to288

release the instability—rendering them insignificant in most cases but very important under select289

circumstances. In LR, where the coefficient applies uniformly regardless of the circumstances,290

the coefficient would necessarily be small, while the RF FI for the same predictor could be rel-291

atively large by taking advantage of the importance of a the variable in a particular subspace(s)292

of the larger predictor space. RFs also handle correlated predictors better than LR. In regression293

problems, when one predictor is highly correlated with another, one is liable to have a situation294

whereby the “weight” is disproportionately allocated to one predictor over the other, giving the295

false appearance that one variable is highly predictive while the other is not. In RFs, with two296

highly correlated predictors that are thus approximately equally predictive, node splits will occur297

essentially randomly between one or the other, and the RF FIs thus have a tendency to balance ap-298

proximately evenly (Gagne 2016). This problem of LR is greatly alleviated in the CTL LR model299

by using PCs as the predictors, which are necessarily constructed to be orthogonal to one another.300

However, analyzing these different algorithmic formulations in tandem enables capturing a more301

complete picture of the extreme precipitation forecast problem.302

4. Results: GEFS/R Principal Components Analysis303

Inspection of the leading mode of atmospheric variability—PC1, the component that explains304

the most variance between different days, or model initializations—in Figures 2 and 3 for the NGP305
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and PCST regions, respectively, and for the remaining regions in an online supplement reveals that306

the leading mode in each region quite apparently relates to the seasonal cycle. However, the pre-307

cise nature of that seasonal cycle varies by region. Like colors across subpanels in these figures308

indicate that atmoshperic fields covary together for the region’s displayed PC, while contrasting309

colors indicate one variable is anomalously high while the other low. Deeper reds associate posi-310

tively with the PC, with blues associating negatively; lighter colors indicate that the given predictor311

does not relate as strongly with the PC. Spatial color inhomogeneities within a subpanel suggest312

the PC is associated with a spatial gradient in the field, while loadings changing throughout the313

forecast period—shown via comparison of the unfilled contours—is indicative of some degree of314

regime change. By happenstance, positive values of PC1 in all regions is compared with a summer315

signal, while negative values are associated with a winter signal. In all regions, the summer signal316

is associated at all times of day with high surface temperature and moisture (e.g. Fig. 2d,e), higher317

PWAT and CAPE (e.g. Fig. 2g,h), and lower MSLP and CIN (e.g. Fig. 2b,i). In almost every318

region, the warm-season signal (positive PC1) is weakly associated with anomalous precipitation319

(APCP) for the region (e.g. Fig. 2a); in other words, this states that the warm-season is also the320

wet-season in most regions of CONUS. However, in the Pacific Coast (PCST) region, precipita-321

tion is predominantly received during the cool-season (Herman and Schumacher 2016a), and this322

is reflected by negative loadings for the APCP field seen in Figure 3a. The primary regional dif-323

ferences between the seasonal cycle, and reflected in the PC1 loadings, is seen in the wind fields324

(Fig. 2 and 3, panels c,f). In most regions, including NGP, the warm-season is assoicated with325

anomalous southeasterly flow at low levels, as evidenced by positive V10 loadings (Fig. 2f) and326

negative U10 loadings (Fig. 2c). However, this is not true of the western regions; PCST, like with327

APCP, exhibits the opposite behavior to the eastern regions in the wind fields, with a warm-season328

characterized by anomalous northwesterly flow (Fig. 3c,f). The strength of association with PC1329
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also varies between atmospheric fields. The seasonal cycle, at least as reflected in PC1, is predom-330

inantly a thermodynamic and moisture signal; this is seen by observing larger loading magnitudes331

with fields such as Q2M, T2M, and PWAT compared with APCP and other fields (cf. Fig. 2d,e,g332

with 2a–c,f,i).333

In one sense, the seasonal cycle and thus PC1 is rather trivial—it is already largely known and334

understood. It would be possible to train these models with deseasonalized predictors and an335

additional predictor(s) to represent location in the seasonal cycle, and this prospect is worthy of336

further investigation in future work. But this could appreciably harm predictive performance of the337

model; in many instances, a certain quantity of a precipitation ingredient such as precipitable wa-338

ter or CAPE (e.g. 35 mm or 1500 J kg−1, respectively) are necessary to generate locally extreme339

precipitation-producing storms; by instead supplying deseasonalized predictors, these physical340

thresholds, which may be climatologically much more likely in one season than another, are sev-341

ered from the numerical values of the model predictors. This forces the model to in essence relearn342

the seasonal cycle via a combination of the seasonal indicator predictor and deseasonalized atmo-343

spheric predictors, in addition to all of the other relationships it must diagnose, placing an extra344

burden in model training. This would likely sacrifice predictive accuracy of the trained models,345

perhaps with the gain of a more physically insightful PC1.346

PC2—the leading mode of atmospheric variability at a point aside from the seasonal cycle—347

is depicted for the NGP and PCST regions in Figures 4 and 5; PC2 loadings for other regions348

may be found in the online supplement. While PC1s were largely similar between the regions,349

there are substantial regional differences between the PC2 loadings. Generally, while PC1 is pre-350

dominantly a thermodynamic signal, many PC2s are predominantly a kinematic signal, with the351

largest loading magnitudes typically seen in U10 and V10. Furthermore, while PC1 loadings had352

little temporal dependence, for PC2 and beyond, loadings changing sign or magnitude across the353
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forecast period is commonplace (e.g. Fig. 4a,b,i). One notable commonality is that in many re-354

gions, PC2 shares at least some characteristics one might expect associated with frontal passage,355

including rapid changes in meridional winds (e.g. SE, SW, NE regions—see online supplement),356

pressure falls (e.g. Fig. 4b), precipitation and moisture changes (e.g. Fig. 4d,g), and even insta-357

bility “advection” (e.g. SGP). In the PCST region (Fig. 5), where fronts are thermodynamically358

weak compared with other regions, they govern a smaller portion of atmospheric variability in359

the region and are not associated with PC2. The signal looks somewhat atmospheric river-like,360

with heavy precipitation (Fig. 5a), column-integrated moisture advecting in from the southwest361

with strong low-level southerly flow (Fig. 5f,g), and low pressure and temperature (Fig. 5b,e), at362

least when compared with the warm-season. Again though, some loadings do not appear entirely363

consistent with this interpretation (e.g. Fig 5c). None of the PC2 loadings appear to have a direct364

physical interpretation that clearly matches with every aspect portrayed by the PC, a known draw-365

back imposed by the combined orthogonality and maximum variance limitations imposed in the366

PCA formulation (e.g. Richman 1986).367

5. Results: RF Diagnostics368

Associated with an RF is a single FI for each predictor. When no dimensionality reduction is369

performed in advance, there are thousands of GEFS/R predictors, each predictor associated with370

a particular atmospheric field, forecast hour, latitude, and longitude. In addition, there is a unique371

RF for each of the eight regions and each of the two forecast periods. Effectively visualizing and372

interpreting all of these FIs can be difficult. In order to manage the visualization task, RF FIs are373

first presented by considering only one dimension of predictor variability at a time. For example,374

FIs are considered as a function of the atmospheric field associated with the predictor, without375

regard to the hour or forecast point-relative location of the predictor. FIs are then considered by376
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grouping all predictors with the same forecast hour, and lastly by grouping predictors with the377

same forecast point-relative location. This allows tractable visualization of a summary of the FI378

output of the GEFS/R, and helps identify areas for more detailed analysis of a subset of “raw”379

(single predictor) FIs presented in the second half of this section. For the interested reader, the full380

set of RF FIs are included in an online supplement to this paper.381

GEFS/R QPF, or APCP, is reliably identified as one of the most predictive atmospheric fields382

for observed extreme precipitation based on RF FIs summed over space and time for each region383

of the Day 2 version of the CTL NPCA model (Fig. 6). This indicates that the dynamical model,384

in this case the GEFS/R, has some skill in directly simulating extreme precipitation. However, the385

extent of model APCP being predictive over other ingredients-based fields varies substantially by386

region. In the PCST region, where extreme precipitation events are predominantly driven by at-387

mospheric rivers and other large scale systems advecting moisture over orography (e.g. Rutz et al.388

2014; Herman and Schumacher 2016a), a convection-parameterized model such as the GEFS/R389

is able to adequately simulate the largely stratiform precipitation processes. This is reflected in390

the RF FIs shown in Figure 6e; the model APCP, which adequately captures the processes in-391

volved in producing most precipitation events in the region, has a total FI of approximately 50%392

of the total, more than five times that of any other field. In other regions which feature a mix393

of synoptic and convective events, such as ROCK, NE, and SE (respectively Fig. 6a,d,h), APCP394

is still by far the most important atmospheric field in predicting observed APCP, but to a much395

smaller degree than in the PCST region with values in the 0.25–0.4 range. In the regions where396

extreme precipitation events are most driven by convective scale processes unresolvable by the397

GEFS/R and which correspondingly have the poorest verifying raw QPFs in predicting extremes398

(Herman and Schumacher 2016a), such as NGP and MDWST (Fig. 6b,c), model APCP is not399

even the most important atmospheric field in predicting ARI exceedances. While still somewhat400
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important, with aggregate RF FIs of approximately 0.18, APCP is identified as less predictive than401

PWAT in these two regions, with PWAT FIs in the 0.25–0.35 range. One physical explanation is402

that where the GEFS/R is poor at predicting extreme precipitation events by virtue of an inabil-403

ity to resolve the responsible processes, ingredients such as column-integrated moisture become404

more useful predictive tools. PWAT remains a valuable predictor in other regions as well, with405

greater importances also observed in the ROCK, NE, SGP, and SE regions (Fig. 6a,d,g,h). In one406

region, the SW (Fig. 6f), surface moisture (Q2M) was considered more predictive than column-407

integrated moisture (PWAT), but this was not generally the case. In most cases, CAPE and CIN408

were the least predictive fields among those examined, but the SW region (Fig. 6f) was again a409

considerable anomaly, with CAPE and CIN being respectively the second and third most impor-410

tant fields, and CAPE FIs nearly equal to those of APCP. Regional RF FIs at Day 3 look largely411

similar to the Day 2 RF FIs, but some minor differences can be discerned. The APCP RF FIs are412

slightly lower in many of the regions, particularly in the eastern regions (Fig. 6d,h). In general,413

“ingredients”—fields other than the direct APCP from the GEFS/R—are relied on somewhat more414

at Day 3 compared with Day 2.415

Time series of RF FIs shed insight into which times forecast guidance provides the most useful416

predictive information for the quantity of interest, in this case ARI exceedances, and can help417

identify systematic biases in the parent model’s diurnal climatology of relevant processes such418

convective initiation. They can also provide insight into when particular information is of value—419

whether the information is useful as a precursor or concurrent with the actual precipitation. Every420

region exhibits broadly similar FI time series when aggregated over all variables (Fig. 7, red421

and blue lines), with importance minima at both 1200 UTC times—the beginning and end of the422

forecast period—and a maximum during the middle of the day. A combination of two reasons423

likely explain this pattern. First, the middle of the day, in the afternoon and evening hours, is424
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typically the most convectively active and the period in which precipitation and heavy precipitation425

are most frequently observed (e.g. Stevenson and Schumacher 2014; Herman and Schumacher426

2016a). Second, it is also, somewhat coincidentally, the middle of the forecast period, and thus427

forecast values at this time can be more representative of the period as a whole. In most regions,428

the difference between the minimum and maximum importance values for a given forecast time429

spans approximately a factor of two. There is also more variability in the time-dependent FIs,430

comparing for example the relative width of the red and cyan shaded regions in the panels of431

Figure 7 with the error bars of Figure 6. Perhaps the most important finding is that the FI time432

series partially reflect the diurnal climatology of extreme precipitation events in each region. FIs433

are higher later in the forecast period in regions where extreme precipitation events tend to occur in434

the evening and overnight, such as the MDWST and SGP (Fig. 7b,c,g) while regions where events435

tend to be more in the afternoon hours, such as the NE and SE (Fig. 7d,h) have a peak at 0000436

UTC and a significant drop off in importance by 0600 UTC. While this is seen in the time series437

with all fields aggregated, it is especially pronounced when considering only the APCP FIs (Fig.438

7, purple and maroon lines). While the APCP FIs follow the diurnal precipitation climatology439

specific to the forecast region, PWAT FIs maximize prior to the maximum APCP FIs, particularly440

in regions where PWAT is found to be predictive (e.g. Fig. 7b,c,g), sensibly indicating that the441

column moisture of the environments in which storms form is an important property for predicting442

locally extreme precipitation.443

Compared with the time series of Figure 7, more stark regional contrasts are observed for FIs444

compared in space (Fig. 8). As would be naively assumed, some regions have an importance max-445

imum near the forecast point, with decreasing importance with increasing distance from the fore-446

cast location. This is broadly true of the ROCK, PCST, SW, SGP, and SE regions (Fig. 8a,e,f,g,h).447

The other three regions—NGP, MDWST, and NE (Fig. 8b,c,d)—have an importance maximum448
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well downstream of the forecast point. This summary view doesn’t provide insight into the precise449

physical reasons why this may be the case; possible causes include a combination of precipita-450

tion features moving too quickly, progged systems developing too far downstream, or that the451

downstream environment is simply better predicted than the environment in which the extreme452

precipitation events occur, and thus serves as a better predictor than the fields collocated with the453

forecast point. More investigation into possible reasons will be discussed below. Several other in-454

teresting regional differences may be noted. Some regions, such as PCST and SW (Fig. 8e,f) have455

a highly concentrated spatial maximum—with differences in importances between forecast points456

spanning nearly an order of magnitude—meaning that information from a particular location is457

much more predictive than surrounding areas. This likely indicates both increased persistence and458

consistency of model biases in these regions, and enhanced predictability overall as well, consis-459

tent with the higher forecast skill in these regions (Herman and Schumacher 2017). It also suggests460

that the RF is likely tracking specific simulated GEFS/R precipitation features in these regions, as461

opposed to just predicting based on a general characterization of the environment in which storms462

might form, which would yield more spatially homogeneous FIs. The five aforementioned regions463

with a maximum FI point near the forecast point also do not all have these two points exactly464

collocated. In the PCST region (Fig. 8e), the point of maximum importance is displaced slightly465

to the south and west of the forecast point. This is true to some degree in the SW and SE regions as466

well (Fig. 8f,h). Meanwhile, a slight north and particularly west displacement is seen in the SGP467

region (Fig. 8g). These displacements may indicate persistent biases in the portrayal of extreme468

precipitation elements and/or the ingredients responsible for them. In the ROCK, SGP, and SE469

regions, a secondary maximum well downstream of the forecast point is observed, in a pattern470

resembling that of the other northern regions. In the regions that do have a downstream maximum,471

either primary or secondary, the more western regions—ROCK, NGP, and SGP—have the maxi-472
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mum also displaced well to the north (and east), while the regions farther east such as MDWST473

and NE have the maximum to the south.474

Raw FIs for the APCP field in the Day 2 version of the CTL NPCA model (Fig. 9) reveal475

that, consistent with Figure 7, APCP importances increase to a daytime or evening maximum with476

importance minima at 1200 UTC, with the strength of the cycle varying by region. Because the477

accumulation interval lies outside the forecast period for the front end 1200 UTC time, the impor-478

tance is identified as the lowest there, compared even with the 0600–1200 UTC QPF at the end of479

the forecast period. Correspondingly, in some regions (e.g. Fig. 9b1,c1) there is a lack of a clear,480

cohesive precipitation feature—as represented by an importance maximum—at the beginning of481

the forecast period. However, at this time or subsequent to it, a clear importance maximum in the482

precipitation field emerges in each region and can be seen to track from west to east across the483

forecast point-relative domain throughout the forecast period, tracking the typical progression of484

precipitation systems with the mean upper-level flow. At the beginning of the forecast period, FI485

maxima (Fig. 9, column 1) are located 1–2 grid points west of the forecast point, while by the end486

(column 5), they are located anywhere from 0–3 grid points displaced to the east, with meridional487

alignment in the PCST region (Fig. 9a) and far eastern displacement on the five easternmost re-488

gions (e.g. Fig. 9b–d). This may be diagnosing regional climatological differences in the progres-489

sion speed of extreme precipitation-producing systems, which may remain relatively stationary490

over the complex terrain of PCST, while moving quickly over the flatter terrain farther east. But491

another important factor that it may be identifying are model biases in the progression of extreme492

precipitation systems; it may be noting that GEFS/R systematically moves systems in the east too493

quickly, and systems in PCST perhaps too slowly, resulting in APCP well downstream of the fore-494

cast point being predictive of extreme precipitation in the eastern regions in a way that it is not in495

the western regions. More investigation is required to diagnose the extent to which each of these496
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factors is in play in yielding this end diagnosis. Of further interest is the different progressions497

of FI maxima across different regions. In the five regions east of the Rocky Mountains—NGP,498

MDWST, NE, SGP, SE (e.g. Fig. 9b–d)—a clear southwest to northeast progression is seen, and499

is particularly pronounced in the SGP region. The regions meridionally aligned with the Rocky500

Mountains, ROCK and SW, have little latitudinal variation with time, though a slight southwest501

to northeast is observed in ROCK and slight northwest to southeast observed in SW (see online502

supplement). PCST, in contrast to most of the other regions, has a clear northwest to southeast503

temporal FI progression (cf. Fig. 9a1, 9a5). These progressions are consistent with the typical504

synoptic flow of locally extreme precipitation environments of these regions. The southward pro-505

gression of post-landfall atmospheric rivers warrants further investigation, but is consistent with506

some previous studies (e.g. Ralph et al. 2010), and the southwest-northeast progression in the507

northeast is consistent with both tropical cyclones, which are almost always progressing poleward508

after landfall, as well as synoptically-driven mesoscale systems.509

Of additional note are the latitudinal displacements of FI maxima. Some regions, such as NGP510

and particularly SGP (Fig. 9b,c), have a persistent northward displacement of FI maxima relative511

to the forecast point; this is likely associated with the well-documented northward displacement512

bias of mesoscale convective systems in convection-parameterized models (e.g. Grams et al. 2006;513

Wang et al. 2009), including the GEFS/R, which are also responsible for many of the RPT ex-514

ceedance events in these regions. In contrast, a persistent southward FI displacement is seen in the515

PCST and to a lesser extent in the SW (Fig. 9a and supplement). This could perhaps be associated516

with a less documented displacement bias of atmospheric rivers and other agents responsible for517

extreme precipitation in these regions (e.g. Wick et al. 2013). The FIs for the Day 2 and Day 3518

versions of the model are largely quite similar (cf. Fig. 9 and 10). Many of the biases and/or519

displacements noted in the Day 2 RF FIs remain to varying degrees in the Day 3 FIs. Some differ-520
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ences appear to become slightly more pronounced, such as the west-east progression differences521

among the regions, with the PCST (Fig. 10e) shifting slightly farther west and SGP and others far-522

ther northeast, particularly at the end of the forecast period (e.g. Fig. 10g). The most pronounced523

difference is the general broadening of FI maxima, likely in association with increasing error and524

uncertainty associated with larger forecast lead times. This is suggestive of a gradual transition525

in trained RFs with increasing forecast lead time from bias-correcting a cohesive precipitation526

system simulated by the GEFS/R to predicting based on a more general characterization of the527

mean environment. This can be more concretely confirmed in future work by examining a wider528

spectrum of forecast lead times.529

Interestingly and somewhat surprisingly, the PWAT FIs, shown in Figure 11, exhibit a much530

different signature than the APCP FIs. In many regions such as NGP and SGP (Fig. 11 b,c), the531

highest PWAT FIs are located well downstream of the forecast point throughout the period. In532

some of these regions, such as the NE and SW (online supplement), there is an emphasis to the533

east and southeast of the forecast point, whereas in others, like NGP and SGP (Fig. 11b,c), the534

northeast corner is favored. In some cases, the highlighted more important portion of the domain535

appears to correspond to the favored moisture source for precipitation systems in the region, such536

as the Atlantic Ocean in NE or the Gulf of Mexico for the SW. This is also the case for PCST537

(Fig. 11a), which has a persistent emphasis of importance well to the south of the forecast point;538

here, atmospheric rivers advect tropical moisture from the south and west. A couple of regions,539

in particular the SE (Fig. 11d), have a PWAT FI west-east progression like is seen for the APCP540

FIs in those regions. However, the PWAT FI maxima remain well to the south of the APCP FI541

maxima (cf. Fig. 9d, Fig. 11d), again likely capturing the source from which extreme precipitation542

producing systems develop.543
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For the CTL PCA model, this sort of analysis is not possible due to the transformation from544

feature extraction during pre-processing. However, analogous interpretation can be made through545

collective diagnosis of the PCs (e.g. Figs. 2–5), the relationship between the PCs and the pre-546

dictand, and the FIs of the PCs themselves (Fig. 12). FI tends to decrease with increasing PC547

number, suggesting a correspondence between the proportion of variance in the native dataset ex-548

plained by the given PC—which in turn determines its number—and the predictive ability of the549

PC. However, this is not uniformly the case. Every region, with the partial exception of the NGP550

region (Fig. 12b), has “spikes” in FI whereby a particular PC is identified as considerably more551

predictive than surrounding PCs that explain similar underlying variance. These FI maxima occur552

at different PC numbers depending on the region, typically somewhere between PC2 and PC15.553

In some regions, the first PC, which embodies the seasonal cycle (e.g. Fig. 2,3), is by far the most554

predictive PC (e.g. Fig. 12b,c). On the other side of the specturm, in PCST (Fig. 12e), the leading555

PC is no more predictive than much higher-numbered PCs. In other regions still such as ROCK,556

NE, and SE (Fig. 12a,d,h), PC1 is among the most predictive, but there is at least one other PC557

that is more predictive despite explaining less variance of the underlying forecast data. One such558

example is PC4 for the SE region (Fig. 12h), depicted in Figure 13. It is associated strongly with559

precipitation throughout the period (Fig. 13a), anomalous moisture, especially aloft (Fig. 13g),560

large CIN throughout the period (Fig. 13i), and low temperature and pressure (Fig. 13b,e). It561

is also associated with changing surface winds, from southeasterly winds at the beginning of the562

period to northwesterly by the end of it, with strong spatial gradients in wind (Fig. 13c,f). As563

with PC2 in some regions, this again exhibits some properties consistent with frontal passage,564

such as drying and a switch to northerly flow advecting in from the northwest (e.g. Fig. 13f,g),565

and being a cool-season phenomenon (Fig. 13e), but other elements seem inconsistent, such as the566

lack of significant changes in temperature or pressure anomalies over the course of the period (Fig.567
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13b,e). With many different PCs, it can be difficult to consider all the native predictor–PC and PC–568

predictand relationships comprehensively, but inspection of the FIs of Figure 12 can help target569

which relationships are most useful to investigate. This also allows for improved understanding of570

how the RF algorithm operates.571

6. Results: LR Diagnostics572

In many cases, the CTL LR identifies the same general findings as the RF-based models, just in573

a different capacity. One advantage of LR regression coefficients is that unlike RF FIs, they carry574

sign information in addition to just magnitude. Further, one can inspect coefficients for different575

event classes, in this case 1-year vs. 10-year ARI exceedances, separately. Though there are limi-576

tations to the quantitative interpretation of the transformed regression equations, such as those for577

the NGP region in Figure 14, they do still identify some important features. For the APCP field578

(Fig. 14a), positive coefficients unsurprisingly dominate throughout both space and time, with the579

one exception of the upstream side of the domain at the front end 1200 UTC (Fig. 14a1), which580

actually corresponds to the 0600–1200 UTC QPF from before the start of the forecast period. But581

two other aspects are worthy of note. First, the coefficient maxima track the expected precipita-582

tion from the upstream to downstream side during the period, and the most positive coefficients583

are—like the FIs for the CTL NPCA model—found displaced to the north of the forecast point;584

this is particularly evident at 0000 and 0600 UTC (Fig. 14a3,a4). Second, the coefficients are585

largest for the accumulations from 0000-1200 UTC, corresponding to the climatological peak of586

the diurnal cycle of extreme precipitation events in NGP (e.g. Stevenson and Schumacher 2014).587

Additionally, the same downstream PWAT FI maximum for the CTL NPCA model (Fig. 11b) is588

reflected also in the CTL LR model with positive coefficient maxima downstream of the forecast589

point throughout the forecast period (Fig. 14d); a similar phenomenon is observed with surface590
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moisture (Fig. 14f). It is apparent also that anomalous southeasterly flow, particularly around 0000591

UTC, increases the probability of extreme precipitation events (Fig. 14g3,h3). Anomalous surface592

easterlies promotes slower storm motion, and anomalous surface southerlies tends to yield con-593

tinued moisture advection and enhanced storm maintenance (e.g. Doswell et al. 1996). Extreme594

precipitation event probabilities also increase with low pressure at the beginning of the period (Fig.595

14i1) increasing to anomalous high pressure by the end of it (Fig. 14i5). Many extreme precipita-596

tion events in the NGP region are associated with mesoscale convective systems or other training597

convection. Composites of these scenarios (e.g. Peters and Schumacher 2014) have shown syn-598

optic low pressure, particularly to the south and west of the eventual MCS, in the pre-convective599

environment that moves out of the area or decays by the post-convective environment; this find-600

ing in the LR regression coefficients is consistent with those composites. Lastly, the regression601

coefficients somewhat counterintuitively indicate that 10-year 24-hour ARI exceedances in the602

NGP region are more likely with low daytime CAPE and high daytime CIN (Fig. 14b2,c2); this603

trend reverses by the end of the forecast period (Fig. 14b5,c5). This perhaps suggests that highly604

extreme events can occur best when instability is not exhausted from isolated diurnal convection605

and is instead maintained for nocturnal mesoscale convective systems that are responsible for the606

majority of 10-year 24-hour ARI exceedances in NGP (e.g. Schumacher and Johnson 2006).607

The coefficients for the SGP region (Fig. 15) are very similar, with 10-year exceedances asso-608

ciated with anomalous southeasterly surface flow (Fig. 15g3,h3), low increasing to high MSLP609

(Fig. 15i), and high surface and column moisture especially to the east and southeast of the fore-610

cast point (Fig. 15d,f). The APCP coefficients (Fig. 15a) are more spatially-uniform than in NGP611

and have their maxima more to the south of the forecast point rather than north. The relationship612

with CAPE is very weak (Fig. 15b), but high CIN (Fig. 15c) to the north of the forecast point613

is found to correspond with SGP extreme precipitation events. These latter three variables col-614
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lectively tell a similar story to NGP coefficients, but there is a redistribution of coefficient values615

among the fields.616

Some interesting coefficient differences are observed to the east in the SE region (Fig. 16).617

Anomalous easterly surface flow (Fig. 16g) over the domain is again found to be conducive to618

extreme precipitation events; this holds to an extent with anomalous surface southerlies as well,619

but the coefficient values (Fig. 16h) are very small. High moisture across the forecast point620

domain, both throughout the surface and especially throughout the column (Fig. 16d,h) are again621

found to correspond to extreme precipitation events in the region. Low pressure (Fig. 16i) and622

temperature (Fig. 16e) tend to be positive indicators of locally extreme precipitation events. Unlike623

the Great Plains regions, the CAPE and CIN relationships (Fig. 16b,c) are more as expected in624

association with a more diurnally-tied precipitation climatology in the SE region, with forecasted625

high CAPE and low CIN during the afternoon increasing the likelihood of an extreme precipitation626

event. Interestingly, though high APCP corresponds with increased event probability (Fig. 16a),627

there is little temporal continuity of the spatial structure. What does appear to be one or the most628

significant indicators, as evidenced by the magnitude of the regression coefficients, is APCP to the629

north of the forecast point the night prior to the start of the forecast period (Fig. 16a1), which also630

leaves high CIN to the north of the forecast point to start the period (Fig. 16c1). This may perhaps631

act to favorably precondition the environment at the forecast point.632

The PCST region regression coefficients (Fig. 17) yield some unusual and interesting find-633

ings that may warrant further investigation. Unlike other regions, many fields exhibit complex634

coefficient spatial structures, with numerous changes in sign and other smaller features. As the635

CTL NPCA model identified (Fig. 6e), the CTL LR model also identifies GEFS/R APCP as by636

far the most predictive field of PCST extreme precipitation events, as evidenced by the largest637

regression coefficients in the model occurring in Figures 16a2 and a3. Also like the CTL NPCA638
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model, which found maximum APCP FIs to the south of the forecast point (e.g. Fig. 9a4), the639

same is seen in the CTL LR coefficients (Fig. 17a2,a3). Much of the rest of the signal may be640

somewhat muddled because events occur most frequently in association with atmospheric river641

events, and these bring anomalously warm and moist conditions during the cold-season. These642

tend to offset, leading to weaker coefficients in thermodynamic fields. But for many of these fields643

(e.g. Fig. 17d,e,f), to the extent these coefficients may be directly interpreted, low temperature644

and moisture at the forecast point in a surrounding environment of higher temperature and mois-645

ture tend to positively associate with extreme precipitation events in the region. This may seem646

rather counter-intuitive, but there is some physical basis for these coefficients. In the far-field, the647

coefficients are consistent with large-scale advection of warm, moist air over the domain, as evi-648

denced by the increasingly positive temperature and moisture coefficients in Figures 17d, e, and f,649

and particularly PWAT (Fig. 17d). That column-integrated moisture is most strongly influenced650

is consistent with an atmospheric river signature, where moisture is transported at mid and upper651

levels and not just near the surface. But near the forecast point, where it is precipitating in the652

model (e.g. Fig. 17a3), there is a local minimum in temperature and moisture (Fig. 17d3,e3),653

consistent with column moisture condensing and precipitating out of the column; surface temper-654

atures are likewise inhibited by a lack of radiational heating and perhaps diabatic cooling as well.655

Unlike the other regions, extreme events are also associated with anomalous westerly surface flow656

throughout the period (Fig. 17g) in this region. In other regions, easterly flow promotes slower657

storm motions; here, the westerly flow promotes upslope flow. Meridionally (Fig. 17h), events are658

associated with southerly flow transitioning to northerly flow during the forecast period, consistent659

with cyclone passage. Overall, some of the details of these findings may be somewhat surprising;660

given that, unlike most regions, the CTL LR model had almost equal performance to the RF-based661
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models (Herman and Schumacher 2017), this may invite deeper investigation into these properties662

of the coefficients.663

For the interested reader, coefficients associated with the Day 2 model, for unshown regions,664

and also for the 1-year ARI exceedance equations have been included in the online supplement to665

this manuscript.666

7. Summary and Conclusions667

Three models of different formulation from Herman and Schumacher (2017), each trained to668

forecast locally extreme precipitation across CONUS, are analyzed in depth to assess their internal669

operations and ascertain what insights, if any, they reveal about forecasting extreme precipitation670

from the GEFS/R model. One model, the CTL NPCA model, uses raw GEFS/R fields as input to671

a random forest algorithm to generate its predictions. The second, CTL PCA, also uses an RF, but672

performs dimensionality reduction via principal component analysis on the raw GEFS/R fields and673

supplies a reduced predictor set consisting of just a subset of retained leading PCs in lieu of the674

raw fields themselves. The last, CTL LR, also performs the PCA pre-processing step, but rather675

than supply the retained PCs to an RF, they are instead supplied to a regularized logistic regression676

algorithm. It is shown that all of these models, many of which may appear highly abstract, can be677

readily visualized in different ways in order to understand their internal operations. Both the act of678

creating derived predictors in pre-processing via PCA and using non-parametric techniques such679

as RFs add layers of abstraction that make visualization and interpretation more challenging.680

Numerous aspects about forecasting locally extreme precipitation with global, convection-681

parameterized model output have been confirmed, while some new discoveries warrant poten-682

tial further investigation. Both LR and RFs are able to identify what a human forecaster would683

expect to be the most predictive variables for extreme precipitation, with the largest regression684
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coefficients and FIs generally identified for model QPFs—the direct prediction of the predictand685

from the GEFS/R. Moreover, the models further validate the findings of Herman and Schumacher686

(2016a) and other studies that found the GEFS/R and like models with parameterized convection687

and relatively large horizontal grid spacing have better forecasts of extreme precipitation—and in688

fact better QPFs all-around—over the Pacific Coast of CONUS and the worst performance over689

the Great Plains and central CONUS. This is seen to an extent in comparing the APCP regression690

coefficients for the CTL LR model, but is especially true of the FIs in the CTL NPCA model,691

which exhibit by far the highest APCP FIs in the PCST region, and the lowest FIs in the NGP692

and MDWST regions. In fact, in the regions where extreme precipitation is most dominated by693

small-scale convective processes, such as NGP and MDWST (e.g. Schumacher and Johnson 2005,694

2006), model QPF isn’t even identified as the most predictive atmospheric field from the GEFS/R,695

with PWAT instead exhibiting the highest FIs. Similarly, while in most regions CAPE as portrayed696

in the GEFS/R is not identified to be a very predictive quantity for predicting locally excessive 24-697

hour precipitation, in one region, SW, where many extreme events are associated with isolated698

diurnally and orographically forced precipitation within monsoonal moisture, it was found to be699

almost equally predictive to the QPF itself. This framework and these models thus act to dynam-700

ically discern an appropriate “weighting” based on the hydrometeorology of the given region and701

the characteristics of the dynamical model from which the predictors are derived.702

In time, the models again follow processes and focus examination dynamically depending on703

the region in ways consistent with how a human forecaster might approach the forecast problem.704

The APCP FIs follow the diurnal precipitation climatology in each region, with maxima late in705

the forecast period over the Great Plains and Midwest, and earlier peaks over the coasts. En-706

vironmental conditions such as PWAT maximize in importance prior to the APCP FI maxima,707

diagnosing the relevance of these environmental properties as antecedent storm conditions. In708
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space, the algorithm tracks precipitation features through time and space from the west edge of the709

predictor domain at the beginning of the period to the east edge at the end of the forecast period.710

Some persistent displacement biases are also noted, with a northern displacement of the maximum711

APCP FIs relative to the forecast point in convectively active regions usch as NGP, SGP, and MD-712

WST, in accordance with prior findings of mesoscale convective system displacement biases from713

convection-parameterized models (e.g. Grams et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2009; Clark et al. 2010), and714

a southern displacement in the PCST region, suggestive of a systematic southward displacement715

bias of atmospheric river events which dominate the extreme precipitation signal in the region. In716

aggregate, FIs are usually highest near the forecast point, though, especially in northern states west717

of the Rockies (NGP, MDWST, NE), the highest mean FIs are found downstream of the forecast718

point. This is particularly true in the PWAT field, and the precise reasons for this identification719

require further investigation.720

In the design of statistical forecast models, it is important to consider not necessarily just the skill721

of the raw model output, but the potential skill of forecasts issued by an experienced forecaster722

after considering the statistical model’s output. If a forecast model is a complete “black-box”, a723

forecaster will inherently be unable to use knowledge of likely errors in the inputs to improve the724

estimate of the outcome or relate the current forecast to past scenarios where both the forecast and725

outcome are known, among other techniques frequently adopted by human forecasters to produce726

a forecast more skillful than that generated by automated guidance. With a more transparent and727

comprehensible model forecast process, however, a forecaster may be able to improve upon the728

guidance in some situations using these sorts of corrections. Of course, if a “black-box” statisti-729

cal model produces demonstrably and substantially superior forecasts to any competing guidance,730

it may well still outperform other less skillful models where the forecaster is able to add more731

value. However, as has been demonstrated in this study, machine learning algorithms includ-732
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ing but not limited to RFs can provide forecasting insights that allow improved interpretability733

both of the output from the statistical model, but also reveal insights about the dynamical model734

that allow improved interpretation of the dynamical model guidance even absent any machine735

learning-based model guidance. Although machine learning can identify novel properties and re-736

lationships, it should be emphasized that it is not a panacea. The diagnostics presented herein do737

not directly identify physical reasons for its findings; while some may be readily apparent, others738

require further investigation to fully understand the identified patterns in these machine learning739

models. That said, with existing machine learning models demonstrating considerable skill in740

forecasting locally extreme precipitation as well as a host of other sensible weather phenomena,741

it is recommended that expected future forays into NWP with machine learning consider not only742

the properties of the raw forecasts that the developed models produce, but also the visualizability743

of the model construction and what physical insights and understanding may be gleaned from such744

visualization.745

There are various concrete ways that these diagnostics may assist human forecasters, as well746

as help guide future research. Even absent using the statistical model output, these diagnostics747

can help a human forecaster better interpret raw dynamical guidance from the parent model—the748

GEFS/R in this case. For example, the diagnostics suggest that a forecaster should shift his or749

her area of highest excessive precipitation risk to the south of where the heaviest precipitation750

is portrayed over the Great Plains and eastern regions of CONUS, while shifting to the north751

along the Pacific Coast. It also suggests that convective systems portrayed in the GEFS/R may752

be systematically too progressive, particularly in the NGP and MDWST regions—something that753

likely warrants further investigation. The diagnostics also help point forecasters at which fields754

to devote the most attention towards; in PCST, the GEFS/R’s QPFs should be given considerable755

credence, while in NGP and MDWST, more attention should be paid to the GEFS/R PWAT field756
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in trying to determine risk of locally extreme precipitation. The diagnostics presented in this paper757

provide some ability to modifying the statistical model output based on external assessments as758

well. For example, if a forecaster judges that the GEFS/R is much too dry aloft in a region, he or759

she may consult the regression coefficients and adjust probabilities accordingly depending on the760

sign of the PWAT regression coefficients for the region. For RFs, if PWAT FIs are very low, the761

forecaster can maintain confidence in the forecast, while if they are quite high, the forecaster may762

choose to discount the output from the machine learning model. Additional corrections may be763

identifiable by performing a detailed meteorology-dependent verification of the machine learning-764

based forecasts over an extended historical record. A start to this type of analysis was performed765

in Herman and Schumacher (2017); future work should further break down model performance by766

meteorological regime, analysis of which would provide even further aid to the human forecaster.767

It is imperative for statistical modelers to investigate the internals of trained models to the ex-768

tent possible. When performance is not appreciably degraded—and it certainly can be—it may in769

some instances be preferable to employ algorithms that are more easily interpretable, such as RFs770

in lieu of algorithms whose output is more difficult to visualize such as support vector machines771

or neural networks (e.g. Rozas-Larraondo et al. 2014). Additionally, while traditional PCA was772

applied because the orthogonality and maximum variance constraints were believed to be benefi-773

cial for model skill and yield desirable independence properties, their potential for less physically774

grounded components suggests applying more directly interpretable pre-processing instead, such775

as sparse PCA (Zou et al. 2006) or rotated PCA (e.g. Richman 1986; Mercer et al. 2012; Peters776

and Schumacher 2014) could yield more directly and easily interpretable statistical model results.777

Future work will seek to both further explore the comparison of machine learning algorithms for778

NWP in additional settings in addition to working to invent or apply improved methods for under-779

standing what the machine learning informs us about the phenomenon of study.780
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Model Name CTL NPCA CTL PCA CTL LR

Algorithm RF RF LR

PCA Pre-Processed X X

Ensemble Information MEDIAN MEDIAN MEDIAN

Horizontal Radius 4 4 4

Timestep 3/6 3/6 3/6

TABLE 1. Summary of the models trained in this study, and the corresponding names designated to the models.

’X’ indicates the process is performed or the information is used; a lack of one indicates the opposite. MEDIAN

corresponds to the ensemble median. Horizontal radius is listed in grid boxes from forecast point; timestep

denotes the number of hours between GEFS/R forecast field predictors. Slashes indicate the first number applies

to the Day 2 version of the model, while the latter number applies to the Day 3 version. Models apply to all

eight forecast regions and have both Day 2 and Day 3 versions.
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FIG. 1. Map depicting the regional partitioning of CONUS used in this study, and the labels ascribed to each

region. Adapted from Herman and Schumacher (2017).
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FIG. 2. PC1 loadings for the NGP region. Panels (a)–(i) correspond respectively for loadings associated with

the APCP, MSLP, U10, Q2M, T2M, V10, PWAT, CAPE, and CIN fields. Filled contours depicts loadings for

forecast values at 0000 UTC during the forecast period (forecast hour 48) with reds indicating positive loadings

and blues negative loadings; magenta and yellow contours indicate negative and positive loadings, respectively,

for 1500 UTC during the period (forecast hour 39), while brown and beige contours depict negative and positive

loadings for 0900 UTC during the forecast period (forecast hour 57). Darker colors indicate larger values, and

accordingly a stronger relationship with the principal component as indicated in the figure colorbar.
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FIG. 3. Same as Figure 2, except for the PCST region.
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FIG. 4. Same as Figure 2, except for PC2.
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FIG. 5. Same as Figure 3, except for PC2.
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FIG. 6. Regional comparison of the summed RF FIs for the different atmospheric fields used in the

CTL NPCA model, summed over the time and two spatial dimensions. The blue bars correspond to the mean

summed feature importances of the four models trained via cross-validation for the Day 2 version of the model;

red bars correspond to the Day 3 model version. Error bars indicate the minimum and maximum cross-validation

summed FIs. Panels (a)–(h) correspond respectively to ROCK, NGP, MDWST, NE, PCST, SW, SGP, and SE

regions.
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FIG. 7. Regional comparison of the summed RF FI time series in the CTL NPCA model. Blue and red

lines depict respectively the Day 2 and 3 versions of the model, summed over both spatial dimensions and all

atmospheric fields. Values have been renormalized based on the number of time periods for the version of the

model so that the a priori expected importance for each time is unity. The purple and maroon lines depict the

Day 2 and Day 3 FI time series for only the APCP predictors, summed over the two spatial dimensions. Green

and yellow lines are as with the purple and maroon lines, respectively, except for the PWAT FIs. The same

normalization is applied to these time series as well, leaving a priori expected summed FIs of unity divided by

the number of atmospheric fields (9). Shading about each line indicates the range of values obtained through

the four folds of cross-validation, with the lines themselves representing mean values of the four folds. Panels

(a)–(h) correspond respectively to ROCK, NGP, MDWST, NE, PCST, SW, SGP, and SE regions.
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FIG. 8. Regional comparison of the summed RF FIs for the Day 2 version of the CTL NPCA model, summed

over variable and time in the filled contours to give importances as a function of forecast point-relative location.

Values presented correspond to the mean value obtained through four folds of cross-validation. Variability about

that mean is presented via unfilled contours representing the coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided

by mean) of the four cross-validation folds. Panels (a)–(h) correspond respectively to ROCK, NGP, MDWST,

NE, PCST, SW, SGP, and SE regions. The intersection of thick black lines indicates the location of the forecast

point within each panel; other locations correspond to displaced forecast point-relative locaitons. Maps are

drawn with the region centroid at the center of each panel, with state outlines in black underlying the panel to

provide quantitative sense of spatial scale. Uniform scales are used for each panel as indicated by the figure

colorbars.
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FIG. 9. Regional comparison of RF FIs for the APCP field spatially relative to the forecast point at different

forecast times in the Day 2 CTL NPCA model. Rows (a)–(d) correspond respectively to PCST, NGP, SGP, and

SE regions. Columns (1)–(5) correspond respectively to forecast integration hours of 36 (1200 UTC), 42 (1800

UTC), 48 (0000 UTC), 54 (0600 UTC), and 60 (1200 UTC). Values depict the mean FIs obtained through the

four folds of cross-validation. Note that the scale varies between panels; increments between colors are uniform

for each colorbar.
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FIG. 10. Same as Figure 9, except for the Day 3 model version.
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FIG. 11. Same as Figure 9, except for the PWAT field.
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FIG. 12. Regional comparison of raw RF FIs for the Day 2 version of the CTL PCA model, shown in

descending order of PC variance explained for the 30 leading PCs. Importances of background predictors exist,

but are omitted from this figure. Panels (a)–(h) correspond respectively to ROCK, NGP, MDWST, NE, PCST,

SW, SGP, and SE regions. The scale is uniform between panels.
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FIG. 13. Same as Figure 2, but for PC4 of the SE region.
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FIG. 14. Regression coefficients for the 10-year ARI exceedance equation for the NGP region obtained

through logistic regression in the Day 3 version of the CTL LR model, projected back into native variable

space by means of the principal component loadings. Panels (a)–(i) (the rows) correspond respectively to the

APCP, CAPE, CIN, PWAT, T2M, Q2M, U10, V10, and MSLP forecast fields. Subpanels (1)–(5) (the columns)

correspond to coefficients at the following forecast times: 1200 UTC at the beginning of the forecast period,

1800 UTC during the period, 0000 UTC, 0600 UTC, and 1200 UTC at the conclusion of the forecast period.

Green values indicate the anomalously positive values of the indicated field contribute positively to the forecast

probability of an ARI exceedance, while browns indicate a negative contribution. The intersection of the thick

black lines indicate the location of the forecast point in each panel, with other locations depicting coefficients at

spatially displaced locations.
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FIG. 15. Same as Figure 14, except for the SGP region.
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FIG. 16. Same as Figure 14, except for the SE region.
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FIG. 17. Same as Figure 14, except for the PCST region.
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